2022 RU Residency Raffle: Artists! Do you want to spend one month in Istanbul at Gate 27’s amazing residency program, all expenses covered and including a stipend? More details can be found below.

Save the date! We are thrilled to announce a series of exciting upcoming public programs:

April 21: Tracing the Hidden Memories, a pop-up exhibition at RU featuring Bookmarks by Maria Nalbantova and a discussion with RU Program Manager and curator Maryam Ghoreishi.

April 26: Open Studio event at Artist Alliance Studios with new works by the Chilean born artist Nadra Jacob.

May 5: Exercises in Togetherness, an artistic event organized in partnership with the Finnish Cultural Institute in New York to relearn how to be together in the aftermath of the pandemic.

May 7: The Cuban artist and Rockefeller Brothers Fund awardee Adrian Fernandez Milanes opens up his studio in Midtown. More info to follow.
Tracing the Hidden Memories

Thursday April 21, 2022 | 6:00 - 8:00pm

Residency Unlimited
360 Court Street (main green church doors), Brooklyn NY 11231

*Proof of vaccination and face covering required indoors during the event

Register Here

Tracing the Hidden Memories presents the pop-up exhibition Bookmarks featuring new work by the Bulgarian artist-in-residence Maria Nalbantova, and a discussion with RU Program Manager and curator Maryam Ghoreishi focused on Nalbantova’s practice and her notion of collecting.

Over the course of her residency, Nalbantova compiled bookmarks that she was able to access at book-sharing boxes in New York through the Free Little Library network (an organization that promotes neighborhood book exchanges). This new series of works will be exhibited at RU for the pop up show on April 21. The artist’s interest in developing this project started in 2021 at the library of the International Summer Academy in Salzburg where Nalbantova was researching the meaning of objects, and randomly fell upon bookmarks. This process intrigued her enough to trace their connection to the books where they were located and to their readers.

LEARN MORE
We have the pleasure of inviting you to the open studio of the Chilean born artist Nadra Jacob. Nadra will present new works realized over the course of her three

Tuesday April 26, 2022 | 5:00 - 8:00pm

Artist Alliance Studios #410
107 Suffolk Street, New York, NY 10002

*Proof of vaccination and face covering required indoors during the event

Register Here
month residency at RU in partnership with Artists Alliance Inc Studio programs. Rendered in oil, paper and embroidery, these compositions move between abstraction and figuration. Their layered imagery is expressive of Jacob's life long interest in the power of numbers as a foundation of everything that exists in the Universe and incessant experimentation that she applies in her works — most recently introducing cyanotype on canvas and paper and perfecting her embroidery and encaustic skills.

Furthermore the artist will engage in a discussion about her practice with RU guest curator Luciana Solano. Their exchanges will be recorded and made available online.

LEARN MORE

---

**2022 Residency Raffle**

Enter for a chance to win a month-long, fully funded residency in Fall/Winter 2022 at Gate 27 in Istanbul!

Artists and Artists’ Supporters are invited to purchase tickets. Proceeds will cover the residency expenses including an artist stipend of $1000. No more than 5 tickets can be purchased per artist. A sponsor may however support more than one artist at a time.

**Buy Raffle Tickets**

Entries will close on May 16, 2022 at 11:59 PM EDT

The selection of the winning artist will take place in person at Residency Unlimited on Tuesday May 17, 2022 at 1:00pm EDT and will be streamed live online via Zoom.

[Click here](#) to learn more about the conditions and eligibility of this residency opportunity.

---

**RU Community News**
IMAGINE REPAIR at the Cathedral Church of Saint John the Divine
1047 Amsterdam Ave, New York, NY 10025
April 24 – May 15, 2022
Opening: April 23, 3-6 pm
Performances and Events: April 23, 6-8:30 pm

Curated by Isin Önal (2014 RU alum), IMAGINE REPAIR is part of The Zip Code Memory Project celebrating the power of community and care in neighborhoods unequally affected by the pandemic with workshops engaging participants from across Upper N.Y.C. Zip Codes, an exhibition and performances expressing a collective desire for renewed hope, connection and transformative justice. An installation at the Brooklyn Museum of Rafael Lozano-Hemmer’s A Crack in the Hourglass, An Ongoing Memorial for the Victims of Covid-19 invites the public to add portraits and stories about those they lost to the project’s online archive.

Thread in Motion at East Village Art View
111 Third Ave. No.15H, New York, NY 10003
On view until April 30, 2022

Curated by Bllanka Amezkua, this group show features Damali Abrams (2021 RU alum), Maricella Z. Infante, Devin Osorio, Susan Joy Rippberger, Nadia Salcedo and Rene Valdez, showcasing embroidery artwork created over the course of 2022 in different public and private spaces in New York City.
Ana Prvački

Ana Prvački at 1301PE
6150 Wilshire Boulevard Los Angeles, CA 90048
April 20 - May 21, 2022
Opening: April 20, 5-7pm

With this 4th solo exhibition, Ana Prvački (2010 RU alum) debuts a new series of water based watercolors tapping into a spontaneous and fluid form of sense-making through image and text. "I commit to making my work as round as the earth and my performances as compressed as water. I aim for pedagogical meme pollination and maximum viewer titillation."

Donate to RU and support the exchange of art and ideas through local, national, and international residencies and year-round public programs. Thank you!

Follow RU on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter for updates, opportunities, RU Community news, and resources @residencyunlimited.